
 
 

 
 
 

 
CASE STUDIES 

 



THE NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION/ NBA ENTERTAINMENT 
 
ASSESSMENT 
The NBA is known for utilizing celebrities and musicians with all of its programming, game 
operations and events-especially during All-Star Weekend.  The NBA wanted to include the 
hottest acts in its festivities during the 53rd NBA All-Star Weekend in Atlanta, and the 54th NBA 
All-Star Weekend in Los Angeles. 
 
SERVICES GLUE PROVIDED 
54th NBA All-Star Weekend � February 2004, Los Angeles 
GLUE had direct relationships with Multi-Platinum recording artists Outkast and Usher. GLUE 
executed partnership brokering and entertainment placement services for NBA Entertainment 
with both Outkast and Usher. 
 
Results 
Outkast 
Negotiated and secured the deal to involve Outkast, the #1 Hip Hop group in the country to 
perform their hit singles �Hey Ya� and �The Way You Move� during the player introductions at 
the 54th NBA All-Star Game. 
 
Usher 
Secured Usher, the biggest male artist in the world to perform at the NBA�s �Read to Achieve� 
Celebration. 
  
53rd NBA All-Star Weekend � February 2003, Atlanta 
GLUE had direct relationships with Multi-Platinum recording artists and Atlanta residents Usher 
and Ludacris.  GLUE executed entertainment placement and partnership brokering services for 
NBA Entertainment with both Usher and Ludacris. 
 
Results 
Usher 
Secured Usher to do the opening for the NBA�s �Read to Achieve� Celebration. 
 
Ludacris 
Developed a partnership with Ludacris to donate $10,000 to renovate the Warren/Holyfield Boys 
& Girls Club Reading Center, as well as involved him with the reading rally and secured him to 
read to the youth during the �Read to Achieve� Celebration.  In addition, he performed at CLUB 
NBA. 
 
QUOTE FROM CLIENT 
�I would like to personally thank [GLUE] and NBA entertainment for allowing me to be a part of 
the promotional campaign for the 2003 NBA All-Star Weekend.  It is an honor to be associated 
with such an esteemed organization.  GLUE Inc. and NBA Entertainment have always been 
very supportive of me.  I am extremely committed to giving 110% to opportunities such as NBA 
All-Star Weekend and I appreciate your efforts for working around my busy schedule to make 
this event happen.  I am very grateful for your support and look forward to continuing a 
relationship with you.  Thank you for going the extra mile. 

Usher 
Multi-Platinum Recording Artist 



 
NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION TEAMS 

 
ASSESSMENT 
Throughout six (6) years GLUE has worked closely with the Community Relations, Marketing, 
and/or Game Operations departments of several of the NBA and WNBA teams to execute talent 
related programs.    
 
SERVICES GLUE PROVIDED 
GLUE has secured artists from teen idol Raven-Symone to Multi-Platinum Artist Mary J. Blige 
for national anthem, half-time, and post-game performances.  Additionally, GLUE solicited and 
secured the artists for participation with the NBA teams� community initiatives such as �Stay in 
School� �TeamUp� and �Read to Achieve� celebrations. 
 
RESULTS 
GLUE successfully developed partnerships with the NBA and WNBA teams and several 
recording artists.  Some of the performances secured by GLUE included (not all inclusive): 
 
Atlanta Hawks  Hip-Hop Artist YoungBloodz and Pop Artist 6-piece performed for the 

2000 �Team Up� celebration 
 
NY Knicks  Mary J. Blige/performed the national anthem for the 1999 Playoffs  
 
Orlando Magic  112 performed for the �Stay in School� jam 
 
Sacramento Kings Jennifer Paige performed for the �Stay in School� jam 
 
QUOTE FROM CLIENT 
�Oh behalf of the Atlanta Hawks, I want to thank [GLUE] for your assistance with securing 
entertainment for the 2000 TeamUp Youth Celebration. Once again, the event proved to be a 
success and could not have been done without your help.� 

Gena Gatewood 
Formerly of the Atlanta Hawks Foundation  

 
"I wanted to personally thank you...for helping us to secure Raven-Symone for our 1999 Stay-In-
School JAM here in Minneapolis...Because of the fine detail work GLUE provided for us in a 
crunch situation, we definitely look forward to working with you in the future...keep up the good 
work!" 

Michael Moore 
Formally Community/Player Relations Assistant Manager for the Minnesota 
Timberwolves



 
NBA ON TNT �CELEBRITY PICK-UP GAME� 

ATLANTA, GA 
January 28, 2000 

 
ASSESSMENT 
Turner Network Television (TNT) wanted to secure celebrities for the New York Knicks vs. 
Atlanta Hawks basketball game at Phillips Arena the Friday before the Super Bowl in Atlanta.  
To accomplish this goal, TNT developed the �Celebrity Pick-Up� game, allowing celebrities, 
professional athletes, and entertainers the opportunity to play basketball on an NBA regulated 
floor at an event exclusively for them (no public admission) before the NBA game. This was 
followed by a reception, and TNT provided tickets to the Knicks vs. Hawks game for the 
participants.  TNT solicited GLUE�s services to procure the celebrities for the game as well as to 
assist with the strategic planning and execution of the event.  
 
SERVICES GLUE PROVIDED 
GLUE assisted the TNT executive committee with the strategic planning of the event and the 
day of activities. GLUE recommended to TNT to partner with Darlene Jackson, a game 
operations consultant, to facilitate the operations and logistics of the Pick-Up game.  GLUE 
worked with the committee to develop a target list of �A-List� celebrities to participate.  GLUE 
coordinated all talent management and hospitality for the game and the reception.  The GLUE 
staff insured the attendance of the confirmed participants by communicating with them 
throughout the day of the event, as well as providing escorts for them during the event.  GLUE�s 
staff was on hand to assist with game operations and execution of all events.  
 
RESULTS 
GLUE secured more than 20 celebrities and professional athletes (the goal was 12), which was 
exceptional since this was Super Bowl weekend and there were a multitude of competing 
events. TNT was able to heighten the value of their telecast of the game by showcasing the 
celebrities on air during the live broadcast. The entertainers and athletes played Pick-Up 
basketball from 3:00-6:00.  GLUE was also able to secure two (2) front row, mid court seats for 
Star Jones and Earvin �Magic� Johnson.  
 
Secured athletes and entertainers included: 
112 - Recording artist     Joe Torry � Comedian 
Boyz II Men � Recording artist   Guy Torry � Comedian 
Biz Markie � National DJ     Ray Buchanan � NFL Player 
Thomas Randolph � NFL Player    Terry Cousins � NFL Player 
Earvin �Magic� Johnson �NBA Hall of Famer Star Jones � The View Co-Host 
Spike Lee � Film Director     



UNCF/JASON TERRY ALL-STAR H.O.O.P.S. SHOWDOWN 
 
ASSESSMENT 
The UNCF was planning to host a celebrity charity weekend with Jason Terry of the Atlanta 
Hawks.  GLUE was hired to secure athletes and entertainers to participate as players, coaches, 
performers and attendees of the UNCF/Jason Terry All-Star H.O.O.P.S. Showdown.   
 
SERVICES GLUE PROVIDED 
GLUE was responsible for the solicitation and procurement of the celebrities, coordinating talent 
logistics, and executing the entertainer and NBA basketball games.  In addition, GLUE 
suggested including a post-game concert, as an added value for event attendees. 
  
Solicitation 
GLUE worked with the UNCF planning committee to develop a list of more than 100 athletes 
and entertainers to participate. GLUE created the solicitation invitation letters and confirmation 
forms for the athletes and entertainers.  GLUE faxed and/or emailed the invitation letter and 
confirmation form to every athlete and entertainer on the list, and followed up until the celebrity 
confirmed their participation or declined the offer.  
 
Logistics Execution 
GLUE coordinated with Delta Airlines, the Atlanta Marriott Marquis, and The Atlanta Livery 
Company to secure flight arrangements, hotel accommodations, and ground transportation for 
each confirmed athlete or entertainer and facilitated these elements for the weekend. 
 
Event Execution 
Since this game was post 9/11, GLUE worked with the Philips Arena staff to develop and 
facilitate the security strategy for the Celebrity entrances, parking, and worked diligently with 
each confirmed NBA Player and Celebrity on the security regulations for the game.  This 
allowed GLUE to assist the Arena in providing a controlled environment. 
 
In addition to coordinating security, GLUE�s team handled all elements of the NBA Players and 
Celebrities participation for the Event.  This included: 
 

• Coordinating Player uniforms 
• Handling all elements of the Player dressing rooms (i.e. coordinating and arranging the 

Player uniforms) 
• Working each entrance identified for NBA Players and Celebrities and escorting them to 

the dressing rooms and their guests to their seats 
• Working with the Atlanta Hawks game operations team to facilitate the NBA Players and 

Celebrities participation with the game and the post game performances 
• Assisting Philips Arena security during the Event 
• Working with NBA Players and Celebrities on their personal needs (i.e. leaving their 

tickets at will call) 
 
For the post-game concert, GLUE coordinated the production needs of the Performers and 
developed the production strategy, which included: 

• Developing the Rider Information Sheet used by the Performers 
• Explaining the available production provided by the Event  
• Providing the production needs to the production team for the performances at the Event 
• Worked with the production team to facilitate the Sound Check 



 
RESULTS 
The results of GLUE�s efforts are as follows: 
 

• In total, 106 athletes were solicited: 
o 17 athletes confirmed to play  
o Four (4) athletes confirmed to coach or attend 
o 69 declined to participate or confirmed, but were unable to attend 

• In total, 140 entertainers were solicited: 
o 21 entertainers confirmed to play 
o Two (2) entertainers confirmed to coach 
o 9 entertainers confirmed to play, but didn�t play/attend 

• 104 declined to participate or did not respond to the invitation 
 
GLUE was also able to secure Dawnn Lewis and Hidden Beach recording artist Mike Phillips to 
perform the national anthem at the Entertainer and NBA Player games, respectively, and MCA 
recording artist Nicci Gilbert, Jamia Simone Nash, Koya Records recording artists Nia, and Real 
Deal recording artist Regina to perform at the post-game concert. 
 
QUOTE FROM CLIENT 
��thank you for your professional approach while working with the Atlanta Area office on our 
annual UNCF/Jason Terry All Star H.O.O.P.S Showdown.  The deliverables for our event were 
extremely time sensitive and at times, tested the diplomacy in all of us.  However, I commend 
you for your consistent professional response to every challenge along the way.  We were able 
to have a very positive public event because of your welcomed approach to the hectic pace or 
our event.� 

Stephen McDaniel 
Area Development Director/UNCF 
Georgia and South Carolina 



FOOTACTION USA, JERMAINE DUPRI & SO SO DEF/COLUMBIA 
 
ASSESSMENT 
Footaction USA hired GLUE secure a celebrity to participate in two autograph signings at 
Footaction stores in New Jersey and Chicago.   
 
SERVICES GLUE PROVIDED 
When GLUE assessed the expanded opportunities Footaction USA had, they recommended a 
more integrated campaign involving the secured artist, Jermaine Dupri.  The Agency developed 
and implemented the integrated marketing strategy and promotional campaign called the 
�Utmost Wish Sweepstakes�.  GLUE recommended, solicited, and negotiated the involvement of 
producer and multi-platinum recording artist Jermaine Dupri.  The sweepstakes entitled the 
winner the opportunity to spend the day with him, receive $1,000 and a year�s supply of Sprite.  
In addition, GLUE facilitated the strategic alliances with So So Def, Artistic Control 
Management, Columbia Records, ABC Networks & the Doug Banks Show, and Footaction 
USA.  
 
In addition, GLUE provided the following for Footaction USA: 
 

• Negotiated with Jermaine Dupri, Artistic Control Management, So So Def Records and 
Columbia Records for the artist to participate with the following elements of the 
partnership: 

o Likeness used in POP 
o Appear and participate with two (2) autograph signings (New Jersey, September 

29, 2001 and Chicago, October 6, 2001) 
o Interviews with The Doug Banks Show to promote the autograph signings and 

Sweepstakes 
o Provide videos for Footaction USA TV 
o Jermaine Dupri to film video footage for Footaction USA TV to promote the 

Utmost Wish Sweepstakes 
o Jermaine Dupri to do voiceovers for the radio commercial to promote the Utmost 

Wish Sweepstakes 
o The Utmost Wish Sweepstakes winner to spend the day with Jermaine Dupri 
o Worked with the New Media departments at Footaction USA and Columbia to 

develop the new media/website element of the Sweepstakes. 
o Coordinated with W&W Public Relations and Footaction USA on the press 

strategies for the autograph signings, partnership, and Utmost Wish 
Sweepstakes 

RESULTS 
GLUE took Footaction USA�s desire to secure a celebrity to participate with an autograph 
signing to drive traffic to their stores, and increased the media value by more than $2.8 million.  
 
QUOTE FROM CLIENT 
�It was a pleasure to work with [GLUE] on the Footaction USA/Jermaine Dupri promotions in 
New York and Chicago.  The Doug Banks Morning Show enjoyed all aspects of the tie-ins you 
provided both on-air with the Jermaine Dupri interviews and the in-store activity. We were all 
impressed by you and your team in the way that the promotion was executed, the great 
communication, the attention to detail and of course, the results! It was truly a fantastic 
experience for everyone at the Doug Banks Morning Show.� 

Liz Horowitz 
Account Executive 



�EMBRACE THE MIX� 
BMW X3 LAUNCH EVENT 

February 19, 2004 
 
ASSESSMENT 
BMW wanted to host a private, invite only event to celebrate the launch of their new Sport 
Activity Vehicle, the X3, and collect data to increase their database of potential BMW 
buyers. This event would also introduce the BMW X3 to the multi-cultural 25-40 demographic 
who are affluent, active, and sports-minded. BMW hired GLUE to provide event consultation 
services, which included executing all aspects of Event Planning and Management, Talent 
Management and Hospitality, Guest List Development and Management, Event Execution and 
Data Information Management.   
 
SERVICES GLUE PROVIDED 
Event Planning and Management 
GLUE negotiated, secured and facilitated the venue, caterer, production company, valet parking 
company, DJ, models and hostesses for the event as well as managed all aspects of the 
request for proposal process and the event budget. 
 
Talent Management and Hospitality 
Prior to GLUE�s involvement, BMW researched local talent to perform at the event.  GLUE 
negotiated, secured and facilitated the talent�s performance and hospitality needs.  This 
included facilitating rider requirements with the venue and production company, coordinating 
sound check with the talent, setting up and maintaining the artist�s dressing room during the 
event, and serving as the liaison for the talent during the event. 
 
Guest List Development and Management 
The Client�s goal was to have 400-600 potential BMW customers in attendance.  In order to 
achieve this goal, GLUE developed an expansive invite list from its database, as well as the 
Agency�s partners.   In addition, GLUE developed a RSVP website to aid in the database 
collection. 
 
Event Execution 
GLUE was responsible for all event-day execution.  Prior to the event, GLUE coordinated with 
the venue and vendors to facilitate all on-site setup.  This included gift bag assembly, setting up 
and maintaining a production area for the GLUE team and establishing the guest check-in 
procedure.  Prior to the event, GLUE executed a walk-thru with the hosts/hostesses and GLUE 
team to familiarize them with the venue and procedures.  Throughout the event, GLUE 
managed the venue entrance, ensuring a smooth flow of traffic into the venue, as well as 
facilitated all requirements on behalf of the Client, venue, vendors and talent throughout the 
evening. 
 
Data Information Management 
In addition to introducing the new BMW X3, the purpose of the event was to collect data on 
potential BMW customers, in order to supplement the Client�s existing database.  GLUE 
developed and executed two means to achieve this goal.  The first was to incorporate data 
collection into the RSVP web page that was developed.  In order to RSVP using the web page, 
guests were required to enter the basic contact and demographic information that the Client 
requested.  For the guests who did not use the web page to RSVP, the hosts and hostesses at 
the entrance assisted them in completing the data qualifier cards, which included the 



information that the Client required.  Additionally, GLUE developed and executed the process to 
compile the collected data. 
 
RESULTS 
After being secured approximately one month before the event, GLUE effectively and efficiently 
worked with the event team members and vendors to create a successful X3 Launch event.  
 
GLUE is pleased to report the following results: 

• More than 18,000 electronic invites and 4,000 hard invites were sent 
• 1,326 RSVPs were received through the RSVP phone line and web page 
• Approximately 800 guests attended  
• GLUE provided the client with consumer data on over 1,300 potential BMW customers 

 
As an added value, GLUE was also able to secure both sponsorship and media coverage for 
the event.     
 
Sponsorship 

• Heineken was secured as a sponsorship partner, providing Heineken and Amstel Light 
 
Media Coverage 

• Rolling Out Urbanstyle Weekly 
o Atlanta - March 4; circulation � 105,000 
o Nationally - March 11; circulation � 1.9 million   

• VIPUniversal.com posted photos from the event on its website for more than six weeks. 
 
In addition, media representatives from Upscale, Jezebel, the Atlanta Journal-Constitution, and 
the Atlanta Daily World were in attendance 
 
QUOTE FROM CLIENT 
�Thank you for being so thorough!  The information that you provided in the final report is more 
than enough and definitely covers the need.  Thanks so much for going full circle and getting it 
to me, and again, you and your team did a great job on the event.  I definitely look forward to the 
next opportunity to work together.� 

Kay Madati 
Regional Marketing and Operations Manager 
BMW of North America 


